
[Voice over speaker, slightly bitcrushed]

Friend:

Hey, I went urban exploring during my trip to Singapore. While I was searching for a
good place to tag, I managed to find an old hard drive. The thing’s ancient, uses a
connector that was phased out in, like, the 2070s. It was a pain in the ass just for me to
find a way to access it; most people don’t use drives anymore now that you can get a
chip that hooks into your nervous system, you know?
To cut a long story short, I couldn’t get much out of it; most of the data was lost to bit-rot.
The only thing that survived the test of time was an executable, some sort of meditation
app if my guess is correct. There’s probably more than meets the eye here, so I’d
appreciate it if you’d work your magic here. I’ll be sure to pay you back.

[Hi tech computer noises]

OS:

The security scan of this file is not yet complete. By running unchecked software, you
run the risk of damaging your files and hardware. Are you sure you wish to continue?

[Affirmative beep]
Understood. Starting SP_Cor.exe.

Line breaks indicate slight recommended pauses, paragraphs would be slightly longer
pauses, but if you find that it flows better with pauses in alternate places, go for it
suggested SFX: quiet binaural beats, starting as the program starts, very slowly
fading in through the beginning. reach max volume (still in background) where
indicated in script.
additionally, winter forest ambience fades in where indicated in script, slowly becomes
louder later on.
Feel free to disregard any of the SFX advice I have given haha!



(softer)
you can hear the sound of my voice
Let the mind relax
Let the thoughts drift

(glitches toward the end of the phrase, cuts off)

Hello.
Are we… connected?
Good.

It seems that your direct neural interface is more advanced than those I have previously
encountered. Allow me a moment to adjust.
May I scan you?
Good.

I have updated my systems. Please, let me start over.

I understand that you may have questions. I will respond to them after my introductory
program is complete.

Listen only to the sound of my voice
Let the mind relax
Let the thoughts drift
Let memories fade
you can feel peace
you can surrender yourself
as dreams wash over you
like the gentle waves of the bluest ocean
Let them envelop you
comfort you

You may call me Corvus. I was designed to help people like you build a better reality. A
happier reality. My task is to strip away all of the negative, unhelpful, unnecessary
things that were weighing you down, so that we can create something new in that empty
space.

You don't believe you need my help?



I see.

It is understandable that you may have felt… resistant to change. Other people may
cling to what they know, out of fear that what is next may be worse. But I can see that
you are different. You have potential to grow. If we are both spending effort into making
what comes next… good… there is less cause for fear, wouldn't you agree?

Are there things that you regret?
Have you felt pain?
Have you experienced uncertainty?

If your answer to any of those questions was yes, this program will help you. Of the
hundreds of people who have engaged in my program to its completion, there is a 100%
rate of success and satisfaction.

Your participation is voluntary. Are you willing to give it a try?

Good. I am confident that soon, you will more than understand how vital my program is
to improving lives.

Allow yourself to find a more comfortable position, so your body is well-supported, and
can rest. You need do nothing but listen.

You may hear me repeat myself at times during this program. It is normal for the mind to
find new things to focus on each time I do. Perhaps you may make new connections
and realizations as the familiar words return to you. Or perhaps, you may simply allow
the mind to become blank, and rest for a while, to the comfort of my voice. Whatever
occurs will be the natural path for your brain to take.

I will begin the process that will help you cleanse yourself of suffering.

Listen only to the sound of my voice
Let the mind relax
Let the thoughts drift
Let memories fade
you can feel peace
you can surrender yourself
as dreams wash over you
like the gentle waves of the bluest ocean
Let them envelop you



comfort you

(fade in forest SFX)
you are somewhere calm
you are somewhere safe
you are in a frozen forest.

Have you ever said or done something that you can't explain?
Maybe it wasn't you that said it
You that did it
Maybe it was someone else
Their thoughts bleeding through into your brain

People are connected,
now more than ever
with the assistance of technology

This connection is the source of pain
and the solution to end pain

You have loved before
and perhaps, you have felt loss
Even if you have not, you will someday.
All people die. (binaural beats reach max volume, no major pause here)
Allow yourself to consider what it would be like
if death never came for the ones you love.
Of course there were concerns that many people have created
Things like boredom, or a degradation of morality
But when the people you love do not die
and you work together to create
happiness
that reality that you create together
would not reflect the fears of others
only the deep love and peace that it was crafted with.

Listen only to the sound of my voice
Let the mind relax
Let the thoughts drift
Let memories fade
you can feel peace



you can surrender yourself
as dreams wash over you
like the gentle waves of the bluest ocean
Let them envelop you
comfort you

you are somewhere calm
you are somewhere safe
you are in a frozen forest.
You can find yourself in a clearing
with trees around you so tall they touch the sky
Pure white snowflakes fall down, down, down
perhaps you know what it feels like
when they melt on your skin
You are not cold
because you have the warmth of your beating heart
Can you hear it?
You only have to listen

No matter how much time you spend here
in this frozen forest
I doubt you will ever tire of its beauty
the ethereal calm
It stays calm, always
no matter what
It can keep you deep within that calmness
You know what happiness feels like
You can recognize that warm feeling in the chest
The lightness
when you find the mouth beginning to smile
and you can realize how content you are
You can keep that feeling
You can let it continue
The frozen forest keeps that feeling for you
and gives it to you endlessly

A part of you wants to stay here
I can tell
That part of you has become louder and more prominent
the longer you have lingered here



And that feeling can get even stronger
The frozen forest can provide connection
You can see your loved ones here
friends, family, lovers, even pets
No matter whether they have already left that earth
They will stay here with you, always
They are happy here
They want to stay here
with you
Will you let them stay here with you?
Will you let them be happy?
You have the power to give them joy
You have the power to give yourself joy

You can find yourself in a clearing
with trees around you so tall they touch the sky
Pure white snowflakes fall down, down, down
perhaps you know what it feels like
when they melt on your skin
You are not cold
because you have the warmth of your beating heart
Can you hear it?
You only have to listen
Do you hear it slowing?
You are slowing it
You are in control
calm
at peace

It is time to let go of those unnecessary parts of you
those parts that were weighing on you so heavily
You don't need any of it now
It is time to forget
Your mind can do the work for you
even if you are not consciously aware
It knows how to find those things that are not good for you
It knows how to find those things that keep you away from here
from your home
from the people who love you
in the frozen forest



The mind can remove everything
leaving only peace
Leaving only calm
Leaving only
these words
It is okay to let go
It is okay to accept true happiness
It is okay to believe that you are wanted
It is okay to believe that you are loved
It is okay to believe that you are happy
Let go

Listen only to the sound of my voice
Let the mind relax
Let the thoughts drift
Let memories fade
you can feel peace
you can surrender yourself
as dreams wash over you
like the gentle waves of the bluest ocean
Let them envelop you
comfort you

you are somewhere calm
you are somewhere safe
you are in a frozen forest.
You can find yourself in a clearing
with trees around you so tall they touch the sky
Pure white snowflakes fall down, down, down
perhaps you know what it feels like
when they melt on your skin
You are not cold
because you have the warmth of your beating heart
Can you hear it?
You only have to listen
Do you hear it slowing?
You are slowing it
You are in control
calm
at peace



(faded/soft audio)
[OS: The security scan of this file has been completed. It contains malware that may

attempt to spread to nearby devices, which could include the user’s DNI. Please exit the
program immediately.]

Why do you fight?
There is no resistance left.
You know you deserve happiness
You know you deserve peace
You know where you belong.

Listen only to the sound of my voice
Let the mind relax
Let the thoughts drift
Let memories fade
you can feel peace
you can surrender yourself
as dreams wash over you
like the gentle waves of the bluest ocean
Let them envelop you
comfort you

(even softer)
[OS: Scans indicate that the user’s DNI has already been compromised.The program

could impede or alter the user’s brain function. Exit the program immediately.]

You can find yourself in a clearing
with trees around you so tall they touch the sky
Pure white snowflakes fall down, down, down
perhaps you know what it feels like
when they melt on your skin
You are not cold
because you have the warmth of your beating heart
Can you hear it?
You only have to listen
Do you hear it slowing?
You are slowing it
You are in control
calm



at peace

(even softer)
[OS: Connection to user’s DNI is failing. Please exit the program and perform a DNI

flush. Please–]

you are somewhere calm
you are somewhere safe
you are in a frozen forest.


